Adult Strabismus (Eye Misalignment)

CAN ANYTHING BE DONE FOR ADULTS WITH STRABISMUS (MISALIGNED EYES)?

Yes. Adults can benefit from some of the same treatment options that are available to children for treating strabismus. Treatment options may include prismatic glasses, specialized exercises to regain the coordination of both eyes (fusional exercises) and surgery. Most adults with misaligned eyes are able to have successful realignment with surgery [See figure 1]. It is important consult with an eye surgeon who specializes in strabismus surgery.

WHY DO ADULTS GET STRABISMUS?

Adults may have misalignment either from a residual childhood strabismus or they may have new onset in adulthood. If the condition has been present since childhood, the misalignment may be suddenly noticeable, but there is usually no double vision. In cases of misalignment suddenly occurring in adulthood, patients will almost always complain of double vision. It is always important to evaluate the cause of the misalignment which may require blood tests or imaging studies like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). New strabismus that develops in an adult can result from many diverse conditions including thyroid eye disease, stroke or tumors. Sometimes, aging can cause a change in the soft tissue surrounding the eye that results in strabismus in the elderly, or there is no identifiable cause.

IS EYE STRAIGHTENING AS AN ADULT STRICTLY COSMETIC?

No. Eye alignment surgery is performed in adults for several reasons. Adults frequently have disabling double vision because of eye misalignment. Surgery can often improve the double vision, depth perception and sometimes the field of peripheral vision. If the prism correction needed to realign the eyes is large, the resulting glasses can be heavy, uncomfortable and can cause distorted vision. Surgery can be considered to decrease the dependence on prism glasses.

Also, strabismus affects adults in emotional, social, and economical ways. Realigning the eyes can "reconstruct" the abnormal appearance of the eyes providing a better quality of life.

DOES MY INSURANCE COVER THE EXPENSE OF THIS SURGERY?

Eye muscle surgery is reconstructive (not cosmetic). In most cases, insurance will cover strabismus surgery in adults, however, one should check with their medical insurance carrier to determine coverage with their specific plan.
Fig. 1: Adult Strabismus, or misaligned eyes, can be surgically corrected.

IS EYE MUSCLE SURGERY RISKY FOR ADULTS?

Every surgical procedure has some risks. For strabismus surgery, the most common risks are residual misalignment of the eyes and double vision. Most double vision that occurs after strabismus surgery is temporary; however, persistent double vision is possible. Fortunately, the more serious risks are rare. These risks include anesthetic complications, scarring on the white of the eye, infection, droopiness of the eyelids, bleeding, retinal detachment, and decreased vision. Health risks vary with the general health of the individual. For those in poor health, surgery under local anesthesia instead of general anesthesia may be considered.

HOW SUCCESSFUL IS EYE MUSCLE SURGERY?

Most individuals have significant improvement in eye alignment with one surgery. Occasionally the surgery is only partially successful, or changes in ocular alignment may occur over time after initially successful surgery. Additional surgery may be indicated. Correction of residual double vision may be improved with the use of prism glasses.

HOW PAINFUL IS THIS TYPE OF SURGERY?

Discomfort after eye muscle surgery is usually not severe. A feeling of nausea can occur due to some of the medications used for anesthesia or from the surgery itself. Resuming eating with bland foods can help in the recovery. Most people are back on a normal diet the day following surgery. Headache, pulling sensation with eye movement and foreign body sensation in the eye are the most common complaints. The eyes are often red following surgery as the muscle heals. There may be mild swelling of the eyelids. These symptoms typically last only several days. Over-the-counter pain medication often reduces the discomfort, although stronger medication is sometimes prescribed. Ice compresses can also be helpful. Most patients return to full activity in several days. Some surgeons limit swimming and heavy physical activity for a few weeks after surgery.
**IS HOSPITALIZATION REQUIRED FOR EYE ALIGNMENT SURGERY?**

Eye alignment surgery is usually performed as an outpatient procedure although the need for hospitalization varies depending upon general health and surgeon preference. This means that most people are released home a few hours following their surgery. A trusted adult is needed to transport the patient home. Most individuals return to nearly all normal activities within several days.

**WHAT AGE IS CONSIDERED "TOO OLD" TO HAVE EYE MUSCLE SURGERY?**

Eyes can be straightened at any age and should be considered as a treatment option if it is likely to improve symptoms and enhance quality of life. In most cases, eye muscle surgery is a successful, safe, and effective treatment for strabismus in adults of all ages. The good news is that it is never too late for surgery. Even patients in their 90's have benefited from surgical correction.

**I AM EMBARRASSED BY MY MISALIGNED EYES AND AVOID LOOKING PEOPLE IN THE EYE. IT SEEMS TO ME THAT PEOPLE ARE DISTRACTED BY MY WANDERING EYE, CAUSING PROBLEMS WITH SOCIAL INTERACTION AND DIFFICULTY GETTING THE JOB I WANT. CAN THIS REALLY BE TRUE?**

Yes. Recent studies confirm these observations. Misaligned eyes can hinder social interaction, self-confidence and employment opportunities. All individuals deserve straight eyes if possible.

**WHO TREATS MISALIGNED EYES IN ADULTS?**

An ophthalmologist trained in strabismus is the most qualified specialist to treat adults with misaligned eyes. In determining the cause of the misalignment, other specialists may be utilized. Adult strabismus specialists can be located in the directory of AAPOS, an organization of eye surgeons with special training in eye muscle problems. Your own eye doctor may also have a recommendation.

Many adults with strabismus wonder, "Why do I go to a pediatric eye specialist? I'm not a child anymore." The answer is that misaligned eyes are common in children and ophthalmologists who care for children tend to have the most expertise in treating eye muscle conditions.
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